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Introduction Advertisers are crazy about new, 
innovative, interactive ad formats. 

Such formats brings them visibility, 
traffic, new prospects, social networks 

followers. They perfectly integrate into your 
editorial content...without being blocked by 

adblocking !

Here is a catalogue of interactive brand content 
formats you can easily build using the Qualifio 

app, customize with sponsor’s logo & look and 
feel, and embed in your media (web or mobile sites 

and apps).



1
Customized 
form with data 
collection

Customizable fields with 
data validation features

Optins for sponsor

Facebook Like for sponsor

Automatic e-mail generation

Push to sponsor’s CRM 
(optional)



Photo contest with 
community voting

Unlimited disk space

Pictures moderation

Various formats of galleries

Various voting mechanisms

2



Video contest with 
community voting

Unlimited disk space

Video moderation

Video encoding

Various formats of galleries

Various voting mechanisms
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Text contest with 
community voting

Text moderation

Various formats of galleries

Plain text entries or PDF files
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Image-based 
quizz

Unlimited number of questions

Mobile optimized

Display scores and winners

Advanced winners’ 
management
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Video-based quizz

Display advertiser’s video 
and ask questions

Unlimited number of questions

Mobile optimized

Display scores and winners

Advanced winners management
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Musical blind test

Display audio fragments

Unlimited number of 
questions

Mobile optimized

Display scores and winners
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Sponsored 
check list

Let your users check 
propositions and get a score

Present as many propositions 
as you want

Text or images propositions

Display rating and share on 
social networks

8



Personality test / 
Psycho test

Let your users answer 
questions and get a profile

Profile is sharable on social 
networks

Display targeted offers, 
based on profile

9



Memory game 

Find the pairs

Show your advertiser’s 
products

Full customization of cards 
(front and back)

Indication of time and 
number of clics
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Memory game
The right price

Full customization of cards 
(front and back)

Indication of time and 
number of clics

11



Branded voting 
widget to include 

under an article

Publish any kind of voting 
mechanism

Use text, video, 
pictures, audio

Automatic graphs  
with results

12
ING



Branded rating widget 
to include under an 
article

Use a slider to give ratings

Automatic graphs with results

Unlimited number of items
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Branded ranking 
widget to include 
under an article

Drag and drop ranking

Possibility to add pictures, 
audio or video

Automatic graph with results

14



Simple prediction

Predict soccer, tennis, 
rugby,... results

But also politics, culture,...

Filter winners on exact 
scores

15



Full tournament 
prediction

Precict results for the whole 
tournament

Share prediction on social 
networks

16



Team composition

Compose team (soccer, 
cycling...)

Share your composition on 
social networks

17



Social Hub

Provide a full view of what 
people say on social media 
around an event

Cover Twitter and Instagram 
texts and pictures

Automatic, real time update

18



Product 
feedback

Ask participants to 
choose your sponsor’s 
product they like best.

19



Hashtags 
battle

Vote via a personalised 
tweet or Facebook share

Display real time voting 
results

Vote in the widget or on 
social networks

20



Playlist composition

Ask your participants to 
create their playlist.

Use Mp3 files or embed 
players from Spotify, 
Soundcloud, etc.

21



Become a Facebook 
fan and receive a 
product sample

Include a Softgate on your 
campaign to generate new 
fans & followers.

Reward new Facebook fans 
& followers with a sample, for 
example

22



Ask for a unique 
code to enter the 
campaign

Include unique code on 
your sponsor’s product. 

Ask participants to enter 
this unique code to enter 
the campaign.

23



Distribute a unique 
discount code 
to participants or 
winners

Upload or generate a list of 
unique discount coupons.

Distribute to your winners 
(Instant wins) or to all 
participants.

24



Add advertiser’s 
brand (logo, object, 
frame) in uploaded 
pictures

Participants must add a 
sponsor touch (logo, object, 
frame...) to their pictures 

This customized picture is 
shared on the social networks
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Send a personalized 
message, picture or 
discount coupon to 

your wife/friend/
mother

Let participants send 
a text, a picture, a 

discount coupon, an 
invitation to the person 

they choose.

26



Product Battle

Organise a battle 
between your adveriser’s 
products or any kind of 
editorial battle (footbal 
players, singers...) 
sponsored by your 
advertiser
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Guess the word

Let your participants guess a 
word, name, brand,... in less 

possible clicks
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Event or 
Advent calendar

Display a calendar 
for any type of event: 
evey day, a window 
automatically opens to 
display a promo, a quizz, 
a exclusive content...
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Quiz with cumulative 
points

Allow users to play every day

Cumulate points and give a prize 
for winner

Increase loyalty and repeat visits

30



Basic
features

Full graphical customization with strong advertiser 
identity

Real time Reporting & exports

Fully customisable identification forms with 
possible real time push to advertisers CRM or 
E-mailing platform

Availability of Stats for advertisers

Capture of optins or Facebook Like/Twitter 
followers for advertiser

Automatic e-mails to all participants

Etc



Sell a full-package to your advertisers

1

2

3

4

5

6

Campaign Production
& Publication

Activation on your 
own media assets

Reporting & Analytics

Trafic to your advertiser’s website & product pages

Data collection : Profiles & new social networks fans

Unique codes, coupons, inviations,...

+
ADS

NEWS

Display Ads Social 
Networks

TV - Radio - 
Print

E-mailing



Sales houses from these prestigious media 
across Europe use Qualifio :

And many more
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